Thinking what to do with your career?

We can HELP

Who Are We?
A Group of Working Professionals with Industry Experience
We are a group of working professionals providing world class hands on technical training in IT and
IT related disciplines. We bring in years of hands on experience from working in multinational
companies in India and abroad.
Our expertise includes ● Manual Software Testing, ISTQB Certification
● Automation Testing – Selenium, QTP, LoadRunner and Quality Center
● Dot Net, Python and Java J2EE
● Telecom Network Protocol Development and Testing
● SAP ABAP
● Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
● PHP, Joomla, WordPress Web Development
● Linux and Database

Weekend IT Training in Gurgaon by Ajoy Singha and Team
Since 2009, we have been taking weekend classes. Most of our classes happen on weekends only. It is
because 100% of our trainers are working professionals. The advantage of learning from working
professionals is that the students will learn practical aspects of the subject. The theory and practical
implementations are very different in any field of education especially in Information Technology. This
initiative started by Ajoy Kumar Singha, a well known software engineer currently based in USA.

Get the right career path

Learn The Best from Working Professionals
Our IT Training has been designed & developed based on years of real-world hands-on experience.
Our trainers are skilled professionals who have worked software development area in leading
multinational organizations. Good training happens when the trainees are committed and the trainer
is passionate about the subject and when the learners are stimulated and challenged to go beyond your
current frame of thinking and create a new reality about the subject. The difference between definition
based training and real world process based training is the trainers who have been professional
developers and testers with years of experience in various projects.

Our unique Job ALERTS system
As we are working professionals, we have connection and information available from various companies
about the vacancies that exists. Most of the vacancies are not advertised publicly and they are fulfilled
via referrals schemes. We have that information gathered and we pass on to all our current and past
students. Whenever a student joins our training program we add his or her email id to our JOB Alerts
distribution list. Students get the JOB Alert emails automatically in their inbox.

Knowledge is not power.
Knowledge is only potential power.
The ability to put that knowledge into use and action is the real power.
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Every course is trained by working professionals only
Ample practical assignments are given to the trainees
Real time project and examples to support practical learning
Mock interviews to simulate and help students face job interviews
Free e-books or physical books written by faculties
Lifetime JOB alerts in inbox for students
Repeat the whole course with no extra cost
Flexible weekend classes and special weekday classes
100% Guaranteed Pass Certification Exam tutorials

Course ID

Course Name

SWT-001

Software Testing

SWT-003

Selenium with Java

SWT-002

QTP Automation

PRG-001

Dot Net

PRG-002

Java J2EE

PRG-003

Python

WEB-001

Search Engine Optimization

100% Job Assurance Promises are FAKE

Everyday thousands of students are getting cheated in India because the training institutes are promising
them “100% placement assurance*”. Once you pay the fees to the institutes, the promises that they made
will vanish. Most of the “100% placement assurance with *conditions apply” are fake and are just used
to cheat students with those commercial institutes.

Best trainers
Our trainers are from multinational companies and currently working with
●HCL Technologies
●TCS
●IBM
●Sapient
●Agilent Technologies
●Birlasoft
●Capgemini
●Other Top Companies

How do we place our students?
1. We have JOB Alerts system where we
send out all the information about vacancies
2. Every student is a part of JOB Alerts
distribution list
3. We get referral job information from the
industry
4. We have tie ups with India’s leading
consultancies and companies who recruit
fresher and laterals
5. We have placed our students in MNCs
such as IBM, HCL Tech, MPhasis, TCS,
Infosys, Sapient, Ample Testing, Hewitt,
NIIT, Globalogic, eBusinessware, Nagarro
Software, Cognizant and hundreds of IT
companies.

Frequently Asked Questions
Q: Do you provide experience certificate after the completion of the course?
No. We don’t provide any fake experience certificate. However, we will equip with skills enough to get
you a job without the need of that fake piece of paper.
Q: What about placement guarantee?
Let us tell you some truth. No training organization can create jobs in the market. They can only inform
you where vacancies exist in the market. Of course, no one provide guarantee, it is called placement
assistance with a small star called conditions apply. So if any training institute is giving 100% placement
guarantee, they are simply lying to get your money.
We are industry people unlike other commercial institutes. We know what the market wants and we
have lots of connection among industry. We have enough information about the vacancies and where
jobs are available through our company employee referral schemes.
We will try to place each and every student trained by us. We will put your email id in a distribution
list where all vacancies will be automatically emailed to you. This is valid for life time even after you
finished your course.
We are sincere people. We don’t fake.
Q: Why should we get training from you? What is the extra that you provide?
As you know all our trainers are working professionals, you get to learn the practical implementation
of the subject you learn. Theories and practical implementation are different especially in IT industry.
Just learning theories will never get you the job that you want. Most of the training institutes have full
time theoretical trainers. We arrogantly assume that those trainers themselves are incapable of taking
up a job in IT industry and that is the reason they are full time trainers. Do you want to learn from such
a trainer? The biggest advantage that you would get by learning from our working professional trainers
is that you will know what actually happens inside an IT project and industry. This helps you understand
your subject better and prepare for your future job.
Q: Is there any live projects that students will do during the course?
Yes, every course has its own multiple live projects. Students will be equipped to access those projects
via Internet and our labs. We will give you all software and documentation required for those projects.

Q: Do you have decorated and air conditioned rooms?
No. We believe only in pure learning. We give importance to knowledge training. We are not luxury
resorts. Our class rooms may not be good looking but our teaching methods are world class. If you want
to have luxury of AC rooms and decorated class rooms, please visit some other institutes and waste
your money there.
Q: Can I attend a demo class and then decide if I want to enroll in the class?
All our classes are serious class. It will never happen that in a demo class we will give better lectures
and in the non-demo class we will just go blah blah. If you don’t continue the class, your classes are
demo classes. However, we welcome you to attend one or two classes as demo before you decide to
pay us your course fee.
Q: Do you have weekday classes too?
We are open only on weekends as of now and that is because all our trainers are working professionals.
But special weekdays classes can be arranged. Please talk to your trainer if you are unable to attend
weekend classes.
Q: Can I meet the trainers before joining the course?
Yes. Please take prior appointment with the trainer of your course to clarify more doubts if you have.
Q: Do you prepare your students for real interviews and help them with resume preparation etc?
Yes. That is our one of the strong skills. We will help you prepare your resume in industry standard.
With our course we help students with lots of mock interviews. In some cases, we even video record
the mock interviews and help you understand where you should improve including communication
skills and body language.
Q: How many students in a batch?
We don’t believe in crowd class. There are certain limits beyond which the trainer will not be able give
attention to each student. Most of our courses will have a batch size of 3-4 students. But some popular
courses may have more number of students up to a maximum of 10 students in a batch.
Q: Can I repeat some of the class if I have some doubts?
Yes, you can repeat the whole class free of cost if you want – if you have missed some of the classes or
your concepts are still not clear or you just want to revise the topic.
Q: Is Talent Plus Plus team different than the trainers at www.ajoysingha.info and
www.tellmesomethingaboutyourself.com?
In 2009 our founder started www.ajoysingha.info which became one of the most popular software
testing
websites
in
the
world.
In
2012
Feb,
he
started
another
website
www.tellmesomethingaboutyourself.com for his training institute. Both websites are merged now and
www.TalentPlusPlus.com will serve as the principal website for Talent Plus Plus team now onwards.
All trainers are same and they will continue to guide students as they have been doing since 2009.

“The only way to predict the
future is to create it.”
“Don't wait until everything is just right. It will never be
perfect. There will always be challenges, obstacles and
less than perfect conditions. So what. Get started now.
With each step you take, you will grow stronger and
stronger, more and more skilled, more and more
self-confident and more and more successful.”
Talk to our trainers
today and get the
job you desire

Talent Plus Plus
1st Floor, Chaturbhuj Niwas,
Shukhrali, Opposite Sector 17C Main Gate,
Between IFFCO Chowk and Bata Chowk,
Gurgaon, Haryana -122001
Call : +91-88 220 99 022
www.TalentPlusPlus.com
www.Twitter.com/TalentPlusPlus
www.Facebook.com/TalentPlusPlus
Email : gurgaon@talentplusplus.com

